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“There is no more dangerous menace to civilization than a 
government of incompetent, corrupt and vile fools”.  Ludwig von Mises.  

1881-1973 
             Who knew Ludwig could see decades into 2021 and Anthony Fauci?  Remarkable. 

 
This is not about public health or our individual health or protecting anyone from anything.  We are in 
the fight of our lives. It is about freedom of choice and informed consent.  Hey, now does that 
somewhat sound familiar to what they taught us in school?  What America is about?  Individual 
freedoms, choice, rights and informed consent?  Did my history/civics teacher lie to me? Gosh and I 
had such a crush on her.  Actually, she was the ‘Social Adjustment’  teacher.  Some call it Detention 
for ill behavior. The only class I had a 100% attendance in,  by choice. Dad was proud.  Smile friends.  
Seriousness is a disease, not an attribute.   
 
Never have we seen such medical tyranny, compromised broken healthcare and censorship of truth 
in the USA.   The Allopathic Medical profession has been hijacked by the pharmaceutical industry and 
mainstream media and are failing us. You are here because you might be confused, challenged and 
just don’t feel as well informed as you could be on the mRNA gene therapy shots that you are being 
coerced into taking, huh?  Hopefully, this will help.  And be clear, the mRNA gene therapy shots are 
not vaccines and, by Bill Gates own admission, do not provide immunity or protection from any virus.  
Nor do they lessen any attendant symptomatology as Fauci has stated. Erroneous is an 
understatement and par for the Fauci course of incredulous hubris.   
 
Knowledge is power.  We are being veiled from real knowledge, real information and truth.  We are 
being bombarded 24/7 with propaganda.  That is their play.  The lies must be consistent, repetitive 
and in our faces to the point we cannot get away from them until we believe the lies as truth.   We 
get beaten down so much, we finally succumb to the lies.  Edward Bernays and Adolph Hitler’s 
propaganda ministers, Josef Goebbel’s and Heinrich Himmler understood that well and effectively 
utilized that form of psychological indoctrination for control.  As a result, millions were severely 
harmed or eliminated which continues into current times due to societal ignorance and the belief 
that the government truly cares about us. They do not. They care about themselves and we are 
collateral damage and an annoyance. Understand, clearly, the pharmaceutical industry owns 
American politicians, lock stock and barrel. They have the largest and most powerful lobbying force in 
Washington, DC. All based in serious money. Like billions soon encroaching  trillions. 
 
Compromised and incentivized governmental authorities, not experts by any stretch, are forcing 
poorly tested, unproven and except for Pfizer, which is a bait and switch, unlicensed gene therapy 
shots that are causing an enormous amount of destruction, in your arm?  Forced procedures and 
isolation is not consent per the Nuremburg Code. Ask any Auschweitz or Dachau survivor. I have been 
to both those places and seen the ovens and the history.  I parallel these forced experimental gene 
therapy mRNA shots with rape and the aforementioned atrocities.  Non-consensual.  Informed 
consent is paramount and always has been in any health care process as they dismiss with the 
Nuremburg Code.  They have destroyed consent and are raping humanity and it is not playing out 
well.   Updated data proves the infectiveness and dangers of these experimental shots that never 



went thru the appropriate clinical trials.  You are the clinical trial.  In essence, you are the lab rat.  
Regrettably, the outcomes have not been positive. 
 
Please consider the following  actual quotes, not Fauci mythology.   
 

“NO SCIENCE IS IMMUNE TO THE INFECTION OF POLITICS AND CORRUPTION OF POWER” 
-Jacob Bronowski  1908-1974 

For the good trusting folk that actually think politics has nothing to do with health. 
 
 

“VACCINATED PEOPLE MAY BE CONTAGIOUS AND SPREAD THE VIRUS TO OTHERS”  
“With regard to severe illness and death, the vaccines will not prevent transmission” 

“Fully vaccinated should wear masks to prevent them spreading the virus” 
-Dr. Rochelle Walensky  
 Director of the CDC, July 28, 2021 
 

Did Dr. Walensky  just say the vaccinated can spread covid and disease?  Yes, she did.  
Now what are you going to do? 

 
Is that why the CDC is suggesting that fully vaccinated people wear a mask in public?  Be crystal clear 
that unvaccinated folk cannot biologically pose a threat to a vaccinated person if what they tell you 
about vaccines is true, which it is not.   It is simply not a biologically valid argument by their 
standards.  Clearly, Dr. Walensky agrees.  Then why is Mr. Biden telling us the unvaccinated are the 
problem as he promises beer to college students if they get the Covid shot?  

 
“WE RECOMMEND EVEN VACCINATED PEOPLE WEAR MASKS IN INDOOR PUBLIC SETTINGS AND 

SCHOOLS” 
     -Centers For Disease Control 
                July 28, 2021 

 
“The Covid vaccines are unsafe for certain people. Children should not be vaccinated.  These are 
experimental vaccines. The government is not capturing the data and not being transparent. We do 
not have the thorough information to make a reasonable decision” 

-Dr. Robert Malone/Creator of the mRNA Covid shots 
 
ABSOLUTE SCIENCE 
Science has never been absolute.  Science, like anything else, can corrupt and skew the data and be 
presented in a way, that the ones profiting, will and have coerced society into believing what they 
want with fear and urgency.  Look no further than Anthony Fauci.  
 
“The Covid vaccines will not protect you from contracting or transmitting the Corona virus. The 
vaccines will only lessen the symptoms.  No vaccine can be made 100% safe.” 

Anthony Fauci, MD   2020 
 

“We are seeing preliminary numbers where fully vaccinated people are getting sick with Covid” 
Shad Marvasti, MD 

University of Arizona School of Medicine 
 

 



 
“The Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine is an unapproved vaccine.  There is no FDA approved or licensed 

vaccine to prevent COVID-19” 
Directly off the MODERNA website prior to Pfizer being approved 

 
“It is simply no longer possible to believe much of the clinical research that I published, or to rely 
on the judgement of trusted physicians or authoritative medical guidelines. I take no pleasure in 
this conclusion, which I reached slowly and reluctantly over my two decades (20 years) as the 
editor of The New England Journal of Medicine.”   

Dr. Marcia Angell, MD 
Former editor of The New England Journal of Medicine 

“Drug Companies & Doctors: A Story of Corruption 
1979-2020 

 

“We made a big mistake. We thought the spike protein in the mRNA Pfizer Covid vaccine was a 
great targeted antigen. We never knew the spike protein is actually a toxin.”  “The spike protein 
toxin spreads like wildfire causing serious cardiovascular and neurogenerative conditions.” 

-Dr. Brian Bridle, PhD 
Canadian Immunologist 

 
“If you want to be kind, you will call vaccines an unproven remedy. If you want to be accurate, you 
will call the people who give vaccines, quacks.”   

Dr. Robert S. Mendelsohn, MD 
 

“People can test positive for Corona-virus and NOT be infectious to others”.  So, the purpose of the 
quarantines and isolation?                                   CDC 2021 
 

“No one can expect the covid vaccine to be 100% efficacious” 
-Amesh Adajia, MD 

Infectious Disease Expert 
Johns Hopkins CTR for Health Security 

 
“Human rights are not a privilege conferred by government. They are every human being’s 
entitlement by virtue of this humanity. The right to life does not depend and must not be 
contingent on the pleasure of anyone else, not even a parent or sovereign. You must weep that 
your own government, at present, is blind to this truth”.   

Mother Teresa (1910-1997) 
 
GAIN OF FUNCTION SCIENCE  
Fauci vehemently persists in claiming the NIH/NIAID has never directly funded the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology for gain of function research or any gain of function research anywhere.  What Anthony 
conveniently neglects to state is, that over a period of time,  the NIH has given 3.7 million to 
EcoHealth Alliance for gain of function research.  Ecohealth Alliance then funded the Wuhan Institute 
of Virology $600,000 into gain of function research.   Gain of Function Research is defined as......... 
 
“Any field of Allopathic MD research which alters an organism or disease in a way that increases 
pathogenesis, transmissibility or host range”.  The NIH and Fauci have invested almost 4 million of 
our tax dollars to study altering virus’s so they are more virulent.  That means DEADLY.  What sane 
person would  fund or even do research to make virus’s more deadly and then release their scientific 
research project into society to see what happens?  Is that called a civilized society?  And they still 



don’t know where this orchestrated travesty came from?  Fauci does.  China is not your target.  Fauci 
and the NIH are.  Keep your eye on the bouncing ball.  And that is Fauci.   
 
 
FAUCI GAIN OF FUNCTION SCIENCE 
On April 26, 2012 , 9 years ago, Anthony Fauci was called to testify before the committee of 
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs regarding Gain of Function research.  He was clear in his 
support and funding of Gain of Function Research in making virus’s more deadly.  Youtube it, unless 
they have removed it.   And now he is claiming he has never supported or funded Gain of Function 
Research?   
 
When asked about his flip flopping, every step of the way, he stated, “let me give you a flash, that is 
how science works”.  Is that the “we don’t know what we are doing” Fauci science?  I thought science 
was exact, Anthony?  Silly me.   When pressed with hard ball questions this was Fauci’s response, “To 
attack me is to attack science”?  The Avatar has spoken.  And don’t you ever question the Avatar 
again, huh? Actually, corrupt pompous unprepossessing blessed assurance would be a better 
description of Mr. Fauci. Understand, clearly, Mr. Fauci has never been a clinician in the trenches with 
real live patients and living their despair and complaints.  He is and has historically simply been a 
corrupted politician. He does not deserve the prefix of Dr.  He murdered millions of AID’s patients 
globally with the caustic chemotherapy AZT that he made millions on.  And he is maiming and 
murdering millions globally again by promoting unproven, unsafe and ineffective mRNA shots. Why? 
Because he is making millions by lying to you.  He could care less about you or humanity.  
 
Senator Rand Paul, MD has sent a criminal referral to the Department of Justice regarding Fauci’s 
egregious corrupt behavior. Sadly, nothing will happen, as usual.  As Dr. Paul states, Fauci lied before 
a congressional committee which is a felony and denies the natural immunity that one is offered from 
the disease.  It is unfortunate that we can no longer trust in our mainstream media, our government 
or anyone in the position of authority like Mr. Anthony Fauci.   
 
POINTLESS SCIENCE 
You just read Dr. Walensky’s quote, the CDC’s quote,  Dr Fauci’s quote  and others on the 
ineffectiveness of these experimental gene therapy shots.  So, what is the point of these shots?  
Confused yet?  Boy, I sure am.  What science do I now follow after our “experts” are telling us the 
mRNA experimental shots don’t work in preventing or transmitting disease and if you are vaccinated 
you can spread the disease?  And they still want us to get shot up? Why? Where is the benefit?  Very 
valid questions, don’t you think? 
 

NOTICE DR. WALENSKY DID NOT SAY IT IS THE UNVACCINATED THAT ARE CONTAGIOUS AND CAN 
SPREAD COVID.  She is clear, crystal clear, that vaccinated people may be contagious and can spread 
the disease.  What is it about that comment that people don’t understand as you rush off to mask up 

again for absolutely no reason?  Masks have very limited benefit.  The mRNA gene therapy shots, 
have none.  Hey, it is them saying it, not me.   

 
UNVACCINATED PROPAGANDA SCIENCE 
Sooner or later, the “informed vaxxers”, would be blamed for this entire orchestrated pandemic 
rubbish.  Mr. Biden is claiming this is a pandemic of the unvaccinated.  Really?  And how about all the 
vaccinated folk that are contracting covid, transmitting covid, dying and the ones that have been 
vaccine damaged or have died as a result of these untested gene therapy shots that are not proven 
safe or effective?  Present the evidence that unvaccinated folk are causing the problem.  No one can 



because it does not exist unless, of course, they pull that out of the sky and tell you it is truth, as they 
have.  Dr. Walensky cannot even say that.  She said the vaccinated are contagious and may spread 
the disease, didn’t she?  You just read it.  Those are her words and unlike Fauci , historically 
manipulating data and others words, I do not. 
 

If the mRNA experimental shots work then why do the 
‘Shot-Up’ need to be protected from the ‘Un-Shot-Up’? 

 
Can you see thru the absolute hypocrisy and the blatant lies or do we simply follow the demented 
fools into the abyss of serious side effect laden unproven shots and the propagation of ignorance?  
There is no scientific evidence that supports such an outlandish claim that un-vaccinated person may 
cause harm to a vaccinated person. None.  However, there sure are a whole bunch of mRNA shot up 
people having “breakthrough” cases of Covid and getting sick and dying and spreading Covid isn’t 
there, Fauci?   
 
So where is the real science you want us to follow, Fauci?  Confused yet?  That question is posed to 
Fauci, not you.  It would be quite a challenge to find a more confused person, at this time, than 
Anthony Fauci, huh? Or is it corrupt prairie coal puppet focused on his own monetary gain and 
power? 
 
THE SCIENCE OF MISINFORMATION/DISINFORMATION 
All one has to do is open up Webster’s, the big book that tells you what words mean, and find the 
two aforementioned words and you will find a picture of Anthony Fauci next to them.  Consider the 
following  from President,  John F. Kennedy..... 
 
“The great enemy of truth is very often not the lie, but the myth.  Persistent, persuasive and 
unrealistic.  We enjoy the comfort of opinion without the discomfort of thought.” 

         -President John F. Kennedy.  June 11, 1962 at the Yale commencement 
 
Some have suggested a compelling argument to be made for the involvement of Anthony Fauci, the 
pharmaceutical industry, the CDC, the WHO, the NIH, Klaus Schwab and the WEF, Bill Gates et.al in an 
orchestrated travesty for control, power and greed.  And now the un-shot up are the problem?  
Hilarious when I hear all the vaccine pundits telling us about all the misinformation that is being 
spewed by solid people of integrity like Robert F. Kennedy, Jr,  Dr. Joseph Mercola,  Barbara Loe 
Fischer, Del Bigtree and myself among others.  We are spreading misinformation?  If you want lies, 
myths  and misinformation, simply turn on the nightly news or listen to Anthony Fauci, Bill Gates or 
worse Wikipedia.  Even the co-founder of Wikipedia, Larry Sanger, has stated Wikipedia has been 
corrupted and can no longer be trusted for truth.  And remember Dr. Angell’s aforementioned quote 
regarding the NEJM?  The vast majority of research, today, performed in an American university is 
bought and paid for.  Tenured university professors whose pen is for sale to the highest bidder.   
 
THE SCIENCE OF VACCINE SAFETY AND EFFICACY 
Before you vaccinate, or mRNA shot up ask the provider if the specific vaccine or mRNA shot are 
100% safe and effective and you and your family will be protected and not harmed.  ASK THEM TO 
PUT THAT IN WRITING AND WATCH WHAT HAPPENS.  You will be dismissed.  If the vaccines were 
100% safe and effective, as they tell you, why wouldn’t they sign their name to a document that 
claims that?  You will be hard pressed to find any doctor or pharmacy that will do that, to include  



Mr. Fauci. Click on the link for the vaccine safety voucher you can have the provider sign. You will find 
out rapidly how confident that doctor is that is injecting you. We have gone into over 20 clinics and 
pharmacies in Los Angeles and asked the providers if the shots were safe and effective. We were 
assured, by all providers, they are safe and effective. Upon presentation of the vaccine/shot safety 
voucher to sign, they all refused and left the room and we were promptly dismissed.  Gosh and I did 
not even get a thank you for visiting the clinic or a souvenir band aid.   
 
FDA REAL WARNING SCIENCE 
On June 24, 2021 the FDA issued a warning associated with the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines. 
Growing cases of Myocarditis which is heart inflammation are being associated with the 
aforementioned vaccines in adolescents and young adults.  So why is the FDA not banning the mRNA 
Covid shots?  The FDA receives over 50% of their revenue from the pharmaceutical industry.   Who 
do you think they serve?  In order to serve that master they must allow the shots to continue and to 
allow misguided Allopathic MD’s and courtesan politicians to promote ineffective and unsafe shots.  
So, you understand, Myocarditis is like having an Elephant sitting on your chest, you are challenged 
with breathing and you think you are going to die.  I had it at 19 years old.  It is very serious.   
 
So, the MD’s that are still injecting these unsafe and ineffective experimental shots into your child 
thinks this is no big deal.  It is a very big deal and people are now dying, globally.  And not from Covid.    
Even though the patient died from cardiac arrest, et al, the hospital will sign off on Covid death.  
Why?  Put yourself in the seat of the MBA/Attorney hospital administrator that is only focused on the 
bottom line.  Are you going to turn down $39,000 per “Covid” death times how many, per day?  
Everything is now a Covid death.  Follow the money?  Hospitals are not places of health. They are 
deaths doorstep. I confronted a hospital administrator regarding that issue of mis-reporting cause of 
death and her exact words were, “They are dead, who cares”.  Which begs the following inquiry.  Are 
hospitals even safe any longer?  Doctors burned out. Nurses burned out. A palace for Nosocomial 
infections?   
 
REAL SCIENCE OF VIRAL VARIANTS 
Viruses mutate. That is how they survive.  Covid is not going away.  Just like the common cold and the 
flu .  It is here with us from now on and not to be feared.  Lockdowns interfere with herd immunity.  
Mingling amongst ourselves creates herd immunity. That is how it works.  Fear not taking care of your 
health and Fauci. 
 
REAL IMMUNITY SCIENCE 
Fauci continues to profit handsomely denying that little pesky annoyance called IMMUNITY.  Natural 
immunity which then provides herd immunity.  That is how it works. No vaccine has ever or will ever 
provide herd immunity or any lifelong immunity.  The science does not exist unless of course it is 
Anthony Fauci and Bill Gates science.  And if I have tested positive for anti-bodies, what is the point of 
a vaccine when I have true immunity?  Vaccines are not immunization because they do not provide 
lifelong immunity.  Present the evidence. You cannot. Because it does not exist.  What do you think 
the boosters are about? 
 
Why does Mr. Fauci continue to deny your proven innate Immune system?  Cuz if you did know the 
body actually has a built in process to protect you from disease and the body has the capability of 
healing itself you would turn your back to Fauci and his compromised cohorts.  You have to respect 
and honor your body and your immune system.   Not trash it like most grossly obese and 
irresponsible people do.  The majority of the deaths are from folk with co-morbidities, obese and frail 



elderly.  And most of those folk were on multiple prescription medications that are detrimental to a 
fully vibrant functioning Immune system.   
 
SCIENCE OF FDA APPROVAL AND LICENSING 
Keep in mind only one of these covid mRNA shots are licensed for use in humans.  And that is the 
biggest bait and switch ever. Read below.  Emergency authorized, however not licensed.  The reason 
for that is because the FDA will not license any new drug or vaccine without the proper studies which 
usually takes 5-10 years. Because of Fauci, the potus bought billions of doses in 6 months,  even 
before he knew they worked?  Who does that and why?  And now the real science is exposing the 
gross adverse effects and deaths from these untested vaccines.  Those “clinical trials” were rubbish. 
No genotoxicity or reproductive studies were done. Nor were animal trials done. That is what the 
norm for any research regarding new drugs or vaccines.  So, you are now the lab rat with these 
experimental mRNA shots.  They know average Americans read at the 3rd grade level, they know 
America has very short memories and they prey on that with great success.  They know society can be 
controlled thru fear and urgency.  Not an indictment of anyone, simply the stark sad truth.   
 
THE BAIT AND SWITCH SCIENCE OF LICENSING 
Here is how it is working to fool you.  Pfizer has two versions of their Covid mRNA shot.  One is the 
original Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) “Pfizer-BioNTech” which they are overflowing in stock 
and are not licensed for use in humans or your gerbil.  The other one is the licensed Comirnaty which 
they have insufficient supplies and is very difficult to find.  In fact, we put together a team of 
investigators that went to various pharmacies in Los Angeles.  We asked to see the Pfizer vial and the 
insert prior to being injected.  We also asked to have the LICENSED version.  Every pharmacy 
presented the unlicensed Pfizer-BioNTech COVID 19 unlicensed vaccine and said it was the same and 
they use it interchangeably.  None of them had the Comirnaty.   However, the Pfizer-BioNTech is still 
under EUA and your employer, per Federal Law,  cannot fire you under the Emergency Use 
Authorization if they force you to get jabbed.  And if you get it, you cannot sue if harmed.  You can 
only sue for damages with Comirnaty and that’s why it’s not available. It is a complete scam and a lie 
and people are dying. 
 
THE SCIENCE OF LIBERTY COUNCEL 
Liberty Counsel is a Christian Rights legal firm that has stepped up to the plate to support and protect 
those of us that maintain a critical thought process and have chosen not to follow uninformed 
lemmings off the cliff into tyranny.  They are helping people of all creeds and some pro-bono (free).  
Check them out as the fight is just beginning and lawsuits are flying as we write and it is going to get 
worse.  This is not about being negative.  This is about being proactive. This is about being REAL and 
understanding this issue has now gone beyond a threat.  They are imprisoning people, they are firing 
people, they are ostracizing people and destroying lives.  With no scientific proof that these mRNA 
shots or any vaccine are 100% safe and effective.  Which they absolutely are neither and they know 
it. Who is they? Fauci and your deep caring DC courtesans called the ‘gooberment’. Every last one of 
them. Even the ones yelling they are fighting for us. They only fight for themselves. 
 
THE SCIENCE OF FEAR 
Nothing else to say other than it is simply astounding to watch intelligent people turn into complete 
fools because of fear.  Fear is a great motivator and they know it.  They now own you lock stock and 
barrel.  Running over others and hoarding toilet paper during the pandemic?  Hey, I thought the signs 
said “we are all in this together”.  As you storm stores pushing others aside to hoard toilet paper and 
water,  as we witnessed last year? Hilarious foolish behavior?  Oh, it is going to happen again and it is.  
Just be patient.  Those fearful fools will resurface in your town soon with the new lockdowns that 



loom. Isn’t that correct Governor Newsom from California?  They are telegraphing it, daily. Tune into 
the self-proclaimed leader of the 4th Reich, Klaus ‘Adolph’ Schwab and the WEF, for a peak into what 
they are planning for our future.  You will own nothing, be nothing, be continually tracked, eat insects 
and you will be happy by order of the omnipotent Klaus ‘Adolph’ Schwab.  
 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION SCIENCE 
Due to the Freedom of Information Act, more and more buried skewed corrupted science is surfacing, 
daily, on the damage from these woefully and inadequately untested “warp speeded” shots.  I will say 
thank you to Robert F. Kennedy, Jr, on your behalf.  Because if it were not for him, you would be 
shielded from knowing anything about the severe adverse effects from these experimental, 
unapproved and unlicensed shots that do not work.  And what we know is simply scratching the 
surface as Fauci and the DC courtesan minions continue to lie and hide information. Why would they 
do that, you ask?  Oh, child, because there is a boat load of money flowing into their coffers.  Billions 
with a “B” while lives are being destroyed from loss of jobs, income, suicides, family’s torn apart and 
more, huh?   
 
Briefly, regarding RFK, jr.  The fearful ignorant label Mr. Kennedy anti-vaxxer. Personally, I have never 
met an anti-vaxxer anywhere and I have attended multiple national vaccine conferences over a 40 
year career,  speaking to various doctors, professors, researchers and thousands of parents whose 
children were severely vaccine damaged. I have only met “Informed Vaxxers” to include wise parents 
that intend to protect their children from medical tyranny.  That term anti-vaxxer only is heard out of 
the mouths of the unprepossessing ignorant.  Mr. Kennedy,  as all of us sane doctors and professors 
with integrity, promotes education and Informed Consent per the Nuremberg Code. To force or 
mandate any procedure is rape and an afront to humanity.  If you do not agree, then challenge me in 
an open forum so all can witness an erudite debate on a very contentious issue. Full transparency?  I 
love a good fight for a noble cause. And that current noble cause is protecting and saving lives from 
medical terrorists like Anthony Fauci. 
 
INFORMED EDUCATED SCIENCE 
When anyone, to include Fauci, can present the real scientific evidence that validates the wearing of 
masks, getting jabbed with woefully inadequately trialed experimental chemicals,  social distancing, 
lockdowns and shutdowns as well as proving the mRNA shots are 100% SAFE and EFFECTIVE, then I 
will Mask Up, Vax Up and Shut Up.  Until then, they can shove the masks, the mRNA shots, the social 
distancing, the isolation, the quarantines, the lockdowns, the gloves, the anti-bacterial sprays, the 
fear and any other tyranny they intend to impose upon me.  Mr. Fauci will know where to shove 
those issues.   
 
SCIENCE OF POLITICS CONTROLLING HEALTH 
Lockdowns of healthy people?  Self Isolation? Quarantines?  For what?   FEAR from a choreographed 
pandemic?  Phase one is complete.  Now  phase two.  More subtle than the drama of phase one.  A 
false fear based in ignorance and purposely being veiled from real science.  The question is, do we 
remain ignorant and controlled or mainstays of critical thinking and wisdom for a paradigm shift in 
universal consciousness as we live, now, and for the future of our children?  But wait, wait my 
friends......a third phase is coming.  It is a surprise so don’t be tellin anyone, hear?  New indoor mask 
mandates in LACO as of July 18, 2021 and Federal mask mandates are just the start of new lockdowns 
soon to follow.  More draconian measures. 
 
 
 



SCIENCE OF VACCINE MANDATES 
Simply wait until all these experimental mRNA shots get licensed and officially approved for use in 
humans.  You will need that “vaccine passport” to get a job, a travel passport, a drivers license, 
insurance (health or otherwise) and on and on.  It is already happening.   
 
At the 2010 TED conference,  Bill Gates, a Eugenicist,  was very clear,  in his presentation,  that 
vaccines are one avenue for population control.   You can find that clip on YouTube. I thought 
vaccines were supposed to help people stay healthy, not die.  Silly me. 
 
I sure would not want to be Fauci and Gates when they meet St. Peter at the pearly gates...........   
 
-St. Pietro:    “Antni and Billy, what do you have to say for yourselves”?   
-Antni/ Billy:       “We was very very bad boyz, Pietro but we made billions on the backs of    

unsuspecting good folk and it was so easy because of the false fear we instilled in     
them. It was effortless and they bought it lock, stock and barrel. It was actually 
hilarious as we laughed all the way to the bank on their backs”. 

-St. Pietro: “Yes you were. However, because of the Lords grace, you are welcome however     
your spirit will remain in lockdown quarantine and isolation in the penalty box or 
what you mortals call ‘Limbo’, indefinitely, which is the ‘on-deck’ circle to the Pearly 
Gates. Hey, that is a whole lot better than purgatory. My angelic sources tell me that 
is the on-deck circle for you know where. Heck, even I won’t go there to help 
suffering souls that cry out for our help. Oh, and ya’ll gotta wear a mask 24/7 while 
you eat, sleep, drink and poop and be injected with mRNA shot boosters, from 
places unknown, daily until something falls off. For the greater good, of course. And 
we refuse all responsibility for the outcomes positive or negative to your person.” 

 
SCIENCE OF BLIND OBEYANCE 
A dear patient, just the other day, said to me, “if everyone in America was told to wear a red hat, for 
whatever reason the “gooberment”  told people to do it, many would go out and buy a red hat.” 
Nothing could be closer to the truth.  Because that is what society does.  Very few of us choose the 
road less travelled because it is wrought with irrational attack brought by ignorant fools who have no 
knowledge nor critical thought and a hidden agenda.  The evidence that any vaccine is safe and 
provides immunity, is to be found where?  Please show it to me.  No one can and if they pretend to 
do so, they are lying.   
 
THE SCIENCE OF WHAT TO DO 
First and foremost, stop listening to the lies and the corruption and the manipulated data vomited up 
by Fauci or any other bought and paid for mouth piece in these so called experts paraded before us. 
They are having their one time in the spotlight and they will lie to be there.  
 
Second, self-care is paramount.  Ya’ll know what to do.  Eat good fresh clean non-gmo food, 
supplement with the effective supplements that your body actually assimilates.  Multi-vitamins and 
ancient collagen are not going to protect you from anything.  And if you were, regrettably, injected 
with any mRNA shot by Merck or Pfizer, you must detox the body of those poisons. Contact us and 
we will walk you thru that process.  Just because you are currently asymptomatic does not mean the 
spike proteins are not doing damage. It is a matter of time, unfortunately. 
 
And you must move the body.  There is no excuse.  Attend a Para-Olympic athletic event.  Watch 
warrior athletes, I have coached in skiing,  put on their prosthetic limbs prior to their heat and 



experience the physical pain that is associated with that as well as the ongoing phantom pain they 
live 24/7.  Watch blind skiers, who I have taught and coached, hurtle down a mountain slope at 
speeds that you could never imagine. Still want to play those lame excuses?  I had a cold or a surgery 
or my goldfish died or, or, or, or, or, etc. Lame. Get off your blessed assurance and move your body, 
daily. Period. The USA is the most obese, prescription drug addicted and sickest country in the world 
with one of the highest infant mortality rates.  How can that be you ask? Well, when we are 
constantly being bombarded with minute by minute advertisements extolling the benefits of serious 
side effect laden prescription medications,  commercials for highly processed trash they call fast food 
and promoting alcohol abuse and drug prescription abuse and a failing Allopathic MD industrial 
complex that does not have a clue about prevention of disease and maintaining vibrant health,  what 
is it that you expected? 
 
Third, if you need legal help, contact libertycounsel.org.   
 
Fourth, call me if you simply need to be talked off the ledge of confusion and fear or you simply need 
a good kick in your blessed assurance to get you to stop listening to compromised talking heads. 
 
We are being turned against each other, by design.  It is akin to a teacher that is losing control of 
the class because of one disruptive student.  The teachers play is to turn the entire class against 
that student to regain control.   And control is what this is all about.  Fauci, et al use the  
uninformed fearful to attempt to vilify the well informed that can look at this travesty objectively 
and see it for what it is.   
 
How fearful has society become when they attempt to swim with a surgical mask on and smoke 
cigarettes while pulling that blue mask on and off?  I have seen both.  When I saw that person in the 
lane next to me swimming with a blue surgical mask, I was kinda in shock. I stood motionless with my 
jaw down to the water to the point the guy next to me thought I was having a stroke.  That is what 
happens when you ‘get on in years’.  Folks fear the worst. I think I was actually frightened that I was 
in the water several feet away from a potential straightjacket case. Hilarious. Once I regained 
consciousness, I started laughing so hard I had to leave the pool! Gut laughing submersed in waist 
deep in water and being ‘on in years’ is not a good recipe for continence.  
 
I honor and protect my God given innate healing immune system based in real empirical evidence 

and proven science, not the Fauci faux science based in millions for him and billions for his masters.  
I refuse to allow anyone to replace my biologically proven Immune System with foolish fear and 
untested chemical soups that do not prevent disease, by Fauci’s and the CDC’s own admission.  

More importantly,  I never allow any fool to replace the healing presence of God within me with 
the presence of fear.   

 
WE ARE NOT VICTIMS OF COVID,  OR THE RECURRENT ANTI-CHRIST 666 TROPHY CO-WINNERS 
ANTHONY FAUCI AND BILL GATES.  WE ARE PURELY VICTIMS OF OUR OWN IGNORANCE AND  
UNINFORMED FEAR THAT RESULTS IN THE UNWILLINGNESS TO TAKE CONTROL OF OUR LIVES AS 
WE HAND IT OVER TO CHARLATONS.  
 

“MY PEOPLE ARE DESTROYED FOR LACK OF KNOWLEDGE” 
 



NOW FOR THE FUN PART. The following are the ingredients in the Covid mRNA 
experimental shots that have never been proven anywhere near safe or effective and 
which we now know have created much illness and death as of this 2024 update. 
 
THE SCIENCE OF MITOCHONDRIAL DESTRUCTION 
The mRNA molecule can convert information stored in DNA proteins.  That means it is actually 
changing your genetic expression.  That is not a good thing.  The ‘spike proteins’ were thought to 
create antigens to protect us from Covid.  As you read, the spike proteins have now been found to be 
toxins that spread like wildfire creating cardiovascular and neurological problems.  Another one of 
those ‘not a good thing’ moment.   
 
However, that is not the worst part. Ultimately, those spike proteins harm the Mitochondrial DNA.  In 
Mitochondrial DNA, oxidative damage occurs at a rate 5-10 times higher than in nuclear DNA.  
Mitochondria lack the protective histones present in other DNA. This can have grave consequences in 
the body.  Even though Mitochondrial DNA is not part of the genetic  code in the nucleus of the cells, 
because it’s an extra-nuclear genome, Mitochondrial DNA mutations can induce epigenetic changes 
in the nucleus of cells.  This can create genomic instability in the nuclear genome, leading to disease.  
That is precisely what the mRNA shots are doing. The importance of removing the mRNA shot toxins 
from your body cannot be overstated.  It is a must, not a maybe. 
 
It is plausible that every disease is a secondary clinical manifestation of Mitochondrial suffocation.  
 
How does  Mr. Fauci respond to the millions of suffering mRNA shot damaged people that he assured 
the shots were 100% safe and effective or the trusting people that are now dead as a result of his 
recommendations?  Whoops, I forgot, Mr. Fauci has been too busy apologizing to the families of the 
millions of AID’s patients he murdered in the 70’s and 80’s, globally,  with his highly caustic 
genotoxin/chemotherapy, AZT.  Mr. Fauci told them AZT was safe and effective, as well, didn’t you, 
Mr. Fauci?  As he banked millions on the backs of trusting innocent victims. 
 
Two of my RN patients forced to receive the mRNA shots to keep their hospital jobs experienced 
slurring of speech within 30 minutes of being jabbed. They are currently, years after the shots, 
complaining of confusion and memory loss.  Another RN now currently experiencing chronic Tinnitus 
or ringing in the ears since receiving the Moderna mRNA injection on February 19, 2021.  Another 
very healthy patient on no medication or health problems had a stroke 2 days after her second 
Moderna shot and, to this day, is bedridden unable to speak or care for herself.  And those are simply 
a very small sampling of the complaints I have been hearing for the last 3 years. 
 
Now to the 10 ingredients that the vast majority of doctors, or anyone that is jabbing us,  do not even 
know exist.  Go ahead ask them. Don’t be shocked by the response as we are truly dealing with poorly 
trained indoctrinated squirrels wielding poisoned needles.  
 
*4-hydroyxybutyl azanediyl 
A known Carcinogen agent which means it causes cancer 
*2-hexyldeconate 
Causes drooling, slurring of speech, tremors and muscle spasm. **Great for a first date. 
 
 
 



*polyethylene glycol-2000 
Causes dizziness, bloating, decreased sleep, autoimmune disease, plummeting blood pressure, rapid 
heartbeat and anaphylactic shock 
*N-ditetradecylacetamide 
Causes discolored skin, nausea and anaphylactic shock 
*Disteraroyl-synglycero-3 phosphocholine 
Causes respiratory failure 
*SM-102 
Causes seizures and has historically never been safe for humans 
*Trimethamine 
Causes nausea, stomach pain, diarrhea, indigestion, dizziness and headaches 
*Trisodium citrate diydrate 
Causes muscle cramps, increased heart rate, seizures and confusion 
*Polysorbate 80 
Causes anaphylactic shock. A component of all historical vaccines 
*Ethanol Causes liver cancer, malnutrition and depresses the immune system 
 
After reading the aforementioned ingredients, are ya thinkin what I am a thinkin? 
Are them rascals fixin to thin the herd?  
 

Ever Vigilant 
 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

 
 
 
  

 
 

  
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 


